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Skyrim rebel's cairn red eagle

English Edit Share Location ID RebelsCairn01 Rebel's Cairn is a cave in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Location[edit | edit source] Rebel's Cairn is located in The Reach near the top of the Bluff northwest of Rorikstead before reaching the Sundered Towers. The cave is a tomb and is the final resting place for the legendary Red Eagle, a hero of the native
Forsworn. Quests[edit | edit source] A different goal to find the Red Eagle's Sword given to the Dragonborn while reading the Legend of the Red Eagle. When finding the sword, you have to find and kill the Red Eagle yourself. When the sword reaches the tomb, it serves as the key to opening the inner chamber in which it waits restlessly. The search for the
mystery of the Red Eagle's tomb can be completed several times, but the player will only compete against Red Eagle himself for the first time. Red Eagle can raise his undead brothers to fight alongside him and is capable of disarming. These undead are on a timer and are eventually released, making the fight easier. After death, he drops a honed Ancient
North Greatsword of Burning and is able to remove the Red Eagle's Sword from the keystone, resulting in a transformed version of himself and sealing the tomb again. Mining[edit | edit source] An iron ore vein on the right (south) when you enter the first room under a bar. Alchemy[edit | edit source] Rebel's Cairn is also a great place to collect alchemical
mushrooms. There are 66 mushrooms that can be harvested: it also contains 2 lavender plants, 2 Nordic Barnacle Clusters and 1 Slaughterfish Egg Cluster; in the first room, only at the Brazier, an adventurer, who is usually buried in the ground, can be looted. Gallery[edit | edit source] Appearances[edit | edit source] The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim *Disclosure:
Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that fandom gets a commission at no extra cost when you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. The UESPWiki – Your source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995 Entrance to Rebel's Cairn Rebel's Cairn is a cave in The Reach
between the Sundered Towers and Bleakwind Bluff. In Rebel's Cairn Kavern Picking up Red Eagle's Fury in Sundered Towers, adds the position to your map. In the immediate first room is a dead adventurer clinging to a copy of The Legend of Red Eagle. When you read the book, the associated dungeon quest Begins Rebel's Cairn. Note: This location is one
of many potential targets for one or more of the radiant quests found on this page. Rebel's Cairn is also a Place to collect alchemical ingredients. There are 66 ingredients that can be harvested: it also contains 2 lavender plants, 2 Nordic barnelnhaufen and 1 slaughter fish one. Notes[edit] From the entrance there is 1 iron ore vein on the right side of the room
with the base. The Red Eagle's Sword can be from the weapon stand at any time, but this will cause to close the secret door. If you interact with the weapon stand, if you don't have the Red Eagle's sword in your inventory, nothing will happen and in the upper left corner of the screen a message will appear labeled None of your weapons fits in this slot. It will
disappear in a few seconds. If you are sent to Rebel's Cairn through a radiant quest, it is generally impossible to complete the quest unless you first start the Rebel's Cairn Quest so that you can enter the dungeon. When the Rebel's Cairn Quest is complete, you may want to keep the Red Eagle's Curse to get back into the dungeon and complete the radiant
quest without having to rediscover the Red Eagle's rage. There is a steel sword stuck in the top of a pile of rocks on the left side of the entrance. The UESPWiki – Your source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995 This page is currently being rewritten as part of the Skyrim Quest Redesign Project. The page is rewritten and validated in several phases. All users
are welcome to make changes to the site. If you make a change that is relevant to the project, update this template accordingly and make sure that you have followed the project guidelines. This quest begins with reading the book The Legend of the Red Eagle and is located in the Miscellaneous section of your diary. The first waypoint leads to the Red Eagle
Redoubt, an outpost with a pair of forsworn and some small loot. Next head to the cave Red Eagle Ascent. There is not much to talk about here, just a handful of forsworn, a few easy-to-avoid traps and some alchemy ingredients in different places. At the end of the cave you leave back in Skyrim by an exit marked Red Eagle Redoubt (not the same door
through which you entered). Go down the stairs to the right and kill all the forsworn on the way. Note that as soon as the stairs end, there is a large camp on the left with a forge, an alchemy lab, a closed chest (Adept), and the Alteration Skillbook Reality &amp; Other Falsehoods. East of the camp (right, when you reach the top of the stairs) is the large stone
structure Sundered Towers. The structure is actually the personal camp for the forsworn Briarheart you sit on a throne as you approach. Kill him to get Red Eagle's Fury. The quest is automatically updated and asks you to unlock the secret of the Red Eagle's tomb. There is a diary on the altar near the Forsworn Briarheart with details about what you need to
do, as well as nearby chest. Don't forget to grab the key from the body of Forsworn Briarheart. Head back over the throne and up the wooden staircase to a master locked door unlocked with the key you just found. Follow the path up the tower (there are no enemies nearby) and use the pullchain to lower a drawbridge that you need to cross to reach your
next destination. As soon as you have the You can loot some items here and go down to a door. They leave the tower to the east. You can see ruins in the north that are empty but offer a beautiful view. The next destination is Rebel's Cairn, in the southeast. Rebel's Cairn is not the tower you can see in the distance to the southeast; this tower is Bleakwind
Bluff, which you might want to discover if you haven't already. Rebel's Cairn is located before you reach this tower. In Rebel's Cairn[edit] When you enter Rebel Cairn, you'll find a good amount of mushroom-typical alchemy ingredients (of which you might need to use Whirlwind Sprint to access it), a dead adventurer, an iron ore vein, and an altar with a
weapon slot. Activate the Weapon Slot to insert the Red Eagle's Rage, which opens the way to the Red Eagle's Tomb and the next phase of the quest. The top of the first stairs here triggers a trio of skeletons and Red Eagle himself ascend. If you sneak, it seems that the skeletons sometimes turn on Red Eagle itself, so it may be worth staying out of sight
first and taking some pot shots at Red Eagle while discarding the skeletons. Take them out as you think it is right, although note that Red Eagle can raise the skeletons so you might want to take it out first (the skeletons are actually incantations; after a while they can collapse on their own). You can also go to the far right or left behind some spiked sticks to
give you some cover from Red Eagle (while leaving room to attack him). Once defeated, Red Eagle will drop a polished old North Grand Sword of Burning. A chest behind the Red Eagle's coffin contains loot. Head back to the first chamber and grab Red Eagle's Fury, which is now Red Eagle's Bane. Notes [edit] If Red Eagle's Fury is removed from the
pedestal after Red Eagle is awakened, but before he is killed, he will not be Red Eagle's Bane. When the Red Eagle's Curse is removed from the pedestal, the door closes, so be sure to remove all the loot from the tomb if you intend to sell the sword. The last quest area does not provide an easy exit back to the beginning. So if you normally travel with a
horse, you'll have to run all the way back to Red Eagle Redoubt to get your horse if you're overloaded. When you enable the socket, the model for an old North size sword is placed instead. Bugs[edit] After completing this quest, reading another copy of the book will reassign the quest. Red Eagle won't be there, however, and Red Eagle's Fury won't be Red
Eagle's Bane. The Anger Keeping Red Eagle in your personal inventory does not prevent the quest from being reassigned. This error is fixed by version 1.0 of the unofficial Skyrim patch. Picking up another Red Eagle Fury Sword will make it a Quest item and it cannot be removed from your inventory by dropping it. You must travel to Rebel's Cairn and slot in
the first room to have it removed from your inventory. If you own a house, the weapon badges can be used to remove quest-marked weapons from your inventory. This issue has been fixed by version 1.3.2 of the unofficial Skyrim patch; The quest will not restart after completion, which led to this error. The book Red Eagle's Rite on the altar in Sundered
Towers could clip under the surface making it unreachable without the console. This error is fixed by version 1.3.2 of the unofficial Skyrim patch. You can knock the book into view with a scream or spell. Sometimes the forsworn Briarheart, which carries the Red Eagle Wrath Sword, carries duplicates of the sword in its inventory. At this point, it is not known
whether this is due to the quest reassignment or a normal error. The swords can be dropped, sold, or saved after you've used one to open the secret passage to complete the quest. ? Quest Stages[edit] Rebel's Cairn (dunRebelsCairnQST) Stage Finishes Quest Journal Entry 10 Objective 10: Find Red Eagle's sword 22 Objective 22: Unlock the secret of
Red Eagle's Tomb The following empty quest levels were omitted from the table: 0, 20, 21, 30. 30.
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